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middleware that provides various functions such as hardware
abstraction, package collection, data interface between
processes, and an architecture for communication between
devices. ROS has integrated robot control technologies from
the robotics research and the development community. It
includes a reusable software stack that can be used to build
robot control systems ranging from basic controllers and
models to autonomous navigation. These reusable codes and
tools are based on a variety of open source projects of the user
community. Furthermore, the ROS-based robot analysis
platform greatly reduces the time and cost required for the
development of control analysis software [3]. Developers can
share knowledge and access other features through the ROS.
Gazebo is a 3D simulator with a physical engine that produces
realistic results. Gazebo is an open source project with a
strong association with ROS, and therefore, we communicated
with other developers. Gazebo is better integrated with the
ROS framework as compared to other tools. This simulator
supports robotic systems, sensors, and environmental models,
and allows users to perform early virtual performance tests
before developing a hardware-centric robotic system [4]. New
robot systems can be effectively developed using ROS, and
the use of simulation tools such as Gazebo can significantly
reduce the time required to develop stable, high-performance
robot control software.

Abstract
A method of constructing a simulation-based robot platform
was investigated for the development of a semi-autonomous
vehicle with a manipulator. Hardware development is
expensive and time-consuming, and timely detection of errors
is a challenge. Therefore, we conducted a system modelling
test with the help of simulation, similar to a real robot. For
this simulation, the robot platform was built on Robot
Operating System (ROS) and Gazebo. ROS provides a variety
of features including hardware abstractions and data interfaces
between processes. A robot coordinate transformation system
was constructed based on URDF to build the simulation
platform. For manipulators, we implemented a motion
planning algorithm based on the open source MoveIt. The
robot system was modeled based on the proposed simulation
and its basic operation was verified. The performance of this
simulation model was verified using open packages such as
SLAM, Navigation, and Manipulation. The functionality of
the integrated platform was demonstrated through the
performance verification of the simulation-based robot system.

Keywords: Simulation; Robot Operating System (ROS);
Gazebo; Robot platform

This study implemented a robot platform that can perform
various functions and performed functional verification and
evaluation on simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),
path guidance, and manipulation. Moreover, this study
proposes a performance evaluation method considering the
dynamic characteristics of the robot system using the Gazebo
3D simulator.

Introduction
A method of constructing a simulation-based robot platform
for the implementation of a semi-autonomous vehicle with a
manipulator was investigated in this study. In the recent
studies on the robot platform, the robot control was researched
using the functions of various sensors [1]. Existing robotrelated application systems that do not apply a robot platform
not only require much cost and time, but also have the
problem of inaccuracy. Therefore, to improve the efficiency in
the development of robot-related control system, this study
implements a robot system analysis platform that can perform
system modeling and performance test similar to an actual
robot. This analysis platform can efficiently verify the
hardware and software of a new robot in the development
stage of the robotic system [2].

Software
A. ROS
The ROS was first started in May 2017 under the name
Switchyard for the Stanford AI Robot (STAIR) project at
Stanford University's Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Since
its introduction as an open source project, ROS has grown
exponentially and has been adopted by robot developers
around the world [5].

To verify the performance of the robot system, this study built
a performance analysis platform based on Robot Operating
System (ROS) and Gazebo. ROS is an open source
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The ROS framework is widely used in several tasks because it
can link programs written in multiple languages with several
devices [6]. This framework uses the various concepts of
messages, topics, services, actions, packages, and nodes.

be used for Husky payloads that take the weight of other
devices into account.



C. VLP-16

Nodes can run programs by taking data from robot
sensors and deliver data to other nodes



Information transferred from one node to another is
called a message.



Messages use topics for one-way message transmission
and services for two-way message request/response.



Packages are the basic units of ROS. Each package
consists of one or more nodes.

VLP-16 is a low power lightweight (590 g) 3D LiDAR. VLP16 sends 16 laser beams with 2.0° angular resolution, aligned
with a vertical field of view (FOV) from +15.0° to -15.0°. For
head rotation, the horizontal FOV is 360° and the angular
resolution is in the range 0.1–0.4°. The measuring range is
100 m wide, and the wavelength of the output laser is 905 nm.
VLP-16 was used for near field detection and other various
functions, such as mapping and navigation.

ROBOT SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION

B. Gazebo

A. Architecture

The development of Gazebo was started by Nate Koenig in
2002 and is currently a representative project of the Open
Source Robotics Foundation (OSRF) along with ROS. The
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is
investing significant resources through the OSRF in upgrading
the Gazebo simulation framework that has been integrated
with ROS. Of the 23 teams that advanced to the DARPA
Robotics Challenge (DRC) Finals, 18 used ROS and 14 used
Gazebo as their default simulation framework [7].

The software was developed using ROS in C++ on Linux. Fig.
1 shows the overall configuration of the robot platform system
implemented in this study. The structure of the platform
system is composed of the operating system ROS for
communication and linked operation between different
devices, RVIZ for visualization, and Gazebo for robot
performance system [8]. The proposed robot platform is
composed of Husky, Manipulator-H, Velodyne Lidar, a depth
camera, and two cameras, centered on ROS. RVIZ is a 3D
visualization tool that visually presents the results obtained
from the ROS application system. Various information
including the structure of the total robot model, the distances
from obstacles, and sensor information, was visualized
through RVIZ. The mobile robot acquired and used terrain
information through Lidar sensor data and create a map of the
target terrain using the SLAM. In addition, we detected the
positions of objects using the depth camera. The images, robot
status, map information, and robot location on the map were
visualized to improve visibility. Furthermore, the manipulator
was controlled for accurate target tracking based on the
acquired position information.

Gazebo users can simulate using already-created models or
new robots designed by the users themselves, and can monitor
real robots by using Gazebo together with ROS. In particular,
Gazebo comes with a variety of physical engines, such as the
Open Dynamics Engine (ODE), Bullet, Simbody, and the
Dynamic Animation and Robotics Toolkit (DART). These
engines help the users create a realistic environment.
Furthermore, the Gazebo simulator also provides the ability to
accurately and efficiently simulate robot systems in complex
indoor and outdoor environments.

CHARACTERIZATION OF ROBOTS AND SENSORS
A. Husky
We used Husky, a medium-sized robot development platform
on which various sensors and robots can be installed. The
robust structure and high-torque drivetrain of Husky enable in
various environments. Husky has a length of 99 cm, a width
of 67 cm, a weight of 50 kg, and a maximum payload of 75 kg.
Furthermore, Husky provides smooth motions at the
maximum speed of 1.0 m/s.

B. Manipulator-H
Manipulators are often used in industrial applications. They
are being used in various fields and require complex
operations. The manipulator installed on Husky is
Manipulator-H, which has six DOFs. Manipulator-H has a
weight of 5 kg, a maximum payload of 3 kg, a reach of 654
mm, and a repeatability is ±0.05 mm. Since Manipulator-H is
lighter than the other DOF manipulators, it can conveniently

Figure 1. Overall architecture of robot system.
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B. Modeling
To model the status of the robot system, the Unified Robot
Description Format (URDF) was used as a visualization tool
for 3D modeling. The DOF was indicated quantitatively
because it varies based on the robot. All information related to
the robot dynamics implemented through the robot platform
was saved in a URDF file for data compatibility. The
generated URDF file enables not only the 3D modeling of the
behavior of the robot, but also the Transform (TF) setting [9],
which is the connection between the robot joints and sensors.
Because URDF files can be easily produced using Extensive
Markup Language (XML) tags, the characteristics of each
component of the robot were expressed using the XML tags.
The name of the robot, the name of the base, and the link to
the base were expressed in URDF format. The components of
the robot were expressed using ‘link’ and ‘joint’ tags to define
links and joints. To represent the attributes of a link, the name,
size, weight, and inertia of the link were expressed.
Furthermore, to represent the properties of the joints, the
names and types of joints, and links to each joint were
expressed. We have also added models for dynamic elements,
visualization, and collision determination for robot
components. The correlation between the robot joint and the
actuator was set using the ‘Transmission' tag. The color
information of the robot model was expressed using a
‘Material’ file that includes the RGBA (Red Green Blue Alpha)
format.

Figure 2. Robot platform model in RViz.

C. Setup of the simulation environment
The robot's operating environment was simulated using
Gazebo. Simulation-related specific tags were added for the
robot so that URDF files can be used in Gazebo. The
Simulation Description Format (SDF) has become a stable
and scalable format for describing all aspects of robotics,
static and dynamic objects, lightings, terrains, and physics
over a long time. Robots, environments, and controls
additionally manifested various properties of objects through
SDF [10]. The Gazebo file format SDF was added for
compatibility of information on robot models. To improve the
functioning of the URDF model, a direct communication
interface with ROS was implemented using Gazebo plugins
and was also used to control the simulated robot. Sensor
output and device input were performed through ROS
messages and services. The World file is a file that sets up the
initial environment when Gazebo is started. The World file
contained all the elements of the simulation, including robots,
lights, sensors, and static objects, and was added to the launch
files after the simulation environment was created. Fig. 3
shows the models of the robot and environment created in
Gazebo.

The basic structure of the robot platform was described
separately for links and joints. The linking of robot and sensor
was allowed to express the joints of the robot platform. Links
can be divided into upper and lower links. Every link has a
fixed coordinate frame, and the transformation information of
the upper and lower links was entered in the joint information.
The designed parts were produced in URDF file format and
verified through RVIZ. RVIZ was given a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) feature that can be used to configure and
modify robots. In addition, topic was used for communication
of nodes with robots and sensors. Fig. 2 shows the model of
the overall robot platform on RVIZ.

Figure 3. The robot and environment model created in Gazebo.
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generate a 2D grid map, 2D lidar data was created by
changing the 3D lidar points of Velodyne into 2D. Gmapping
was performed to calculate the exact robot position by
reducing the uncertainty of robot position in the particle filter
prediction step using the most recent sensor observations and
odometry data. The map creation by the Gmapping algorithm
used tf data (conversion required to connect frames for laser,
base, and odometry) and LaserScan data (laser scan to create a
map).

Application Implementation
The code designed to control the actual robot was tested by
simulating the robot and environment using Gazebo. RVIZ
was used to show the relative positions of the links, and
Gazebo was used to perform experimental tests in the virtual
world on behalf of real robots. To verify the performance of
the robot in the simulation environment, the performance of
applications such as SLAM, navigation, and manipulation was
analyzed. For the two cameras used in this simulation, the first
camera was used for monitoring the environment to recognize
the situation, and the second camera was mounted in front of
the Husky robot to improve work efficiency.

Hector SLAM creates a map by distance measurement
without odometry information. Hector SLAM only requires
2D Lidar data in LaserScan format. The scan matching
algorithm used in Hector SLAM is based on the GaussNewton approach proposed in [13]. This algorithm constructs
2D maps and localizations at the same frequency as that of
lidar scans [14]. The Hector SLAM algorithm created the map
with data input from LaserScan (laser scan used in SLAM
system) without odometry data.

A. SLAM
The Gmapping and Hector SLAM packages were applied to
perform map creation in an environment with no specific map
[11, 12]. These two packages are most commonly used for
implementing SLAM. Gmapping is a laser-based SLAM
algorithm and uses the Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter
SLAM method. Lidar sensor and odometry data are required
to implement the Gmapping package. Furthermore, to
areas of the entire workspace were generated as 2D maps.

The robot was moved around the entire workspace to create a
map of the unknown spaces. While moving, the robot was
instructed to indicate areas with no obstacles and areas with
obstacles on the map. Based on this, drivable and non-drivable

Figure 4. Conceptual diagram Gmapping.

Figure 5. Conceptual diagram of Hector SLAM.
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SLAM experiments were performed in a room (7.78m ×
7.62m) produced by Gazebo. The experiments compared the
room dimensions produced by Gazebo and the accuracy of the
maps generated by SLAM. To compare the algorithm
Gmapping and Hector SLAM, the odometry data and
laserscan data were recorded by using ROSbag. Then,
Gmapping and Hector SLAM were simulated using the
recorded data. A two-dimensional (2D) grid map was
generated using LiDAR and odometry data after changing the
3D LiDAR points to 2D data. In addition, the speed of the
robot was controlled at 0.3 m/s.

There was the significant difference between the actual
dimensions and the map obtained in the A room on Hector
SLAM. The problem is caused by 2 factors: one is simulating
in a large space and the other is only using the laserscan data.
Because of these, an incorrect scan match calculation is
resulted. On the other hand, the map obtained in the B room
was exactly generated for both SLAM algorithms. The Hector
SLAM generates a map similar to the simulation environment
by performing more accurate calculations due to one
cylindrical obstacle. The map obtained in the the C room was
exactly generated by only the Gmapping algorithm. Though
Hector SLAM is in the wall obstacle, only using laserscan
data generates inaccurate map.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the maps generated by
Gmapping and Hector SLAM using ROSbag. The A room was
simulated in an empty space. The B room was simulated in a
room with one cylindrical obstacle. The C room was
simulated in a room with the wall obstacle. To create a map of
an unknown space, the robot was moved across the entire
workspace. While moving, the robot marked areas with and
without obstacles on the map. Based on this, the drivable and
non-drivable areas of the entire workspace were generated as
a 2D map.

Overall, in simulations performed in large spaces, Gampping
generated more accurate maps than Hector Slam. Because the
map generation was simulated in a large space, the Hector
SLAM that generated the map only using the laserscan data
had a limitation. On the other hand, Gmapping verified that it
can generate a map similar to the simulation environment by
using the laserscan data and the odometry data together.

Figure 6. Comparison of maps generated using Gmapping and Hector SLAM in A, B, C room.


B. Navigation
The mapping, localization, and planning functions must be
integrated to perform the navigation function. We created the
occupancy grid map using the SLAM function and then used
the Move Base package for navigation based on the generated
map. This package was performed using the global planner,
local planner, and cost maps for global and local planners [15].


The global planner was used to set the global path within
the navigation job [16]. The global planner calculated the
path through the global map from the robot's current
position to the currently assigned target by using Dijkstra
algorithm.



The local planner finally calculated the movement speed
of the robot once the robot path was given. The local
planner received the information generated by the global
planner and the local cost map to generate a speed
command and delivered it to the robot.

The cost map is based on the occupancy grid map, and
each pixel was used to calculate obstacles and nonmovable and movable areas using the robot's attitude and
surrounding information received from sensors. The
global planner created a global path using the cost map,
and the local planner checked for conflicts by using the
cost map.

The Move Base package was designed to move to the target
point by using Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL)
[17], a particle filter-based position estimation algorithm. The
AMCL algorithm improved real-time property by reducing
execution time using a small number of samples in the Monte
Carlo Localization (MCL) algorithm. To use the Move Base
package, the odometry data used in the local travel path
planning, the sensor values for robot drive, the target position
data, and the occupancy grid map-based data were integrated.
The navigation function to the target point was performed
using the Move Base package.
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Figure 7. Conceptual diagram of navigation system

After generating occupied grid map through SLAM,
navigation function used Move Base package for navigation
based on the generated map. In general, as Gmapping
generated an accurate map data, the navigation used the map
data generated by Gmapping. To verify the navigation
function, we measured the time of arrival to the destination
and the number of successes to the destination in 10
simulations.

and the average arrival time was 27.42 seconds. The earliest
arrival time was 15.74 seconds and the latest arrival was 45.81
seconds. The number of successes in the C room was 6 times
and the average arrival time was 88.19 seconds. The earliest
arrival time was 35.12 seconds and the latest arrival time was
116 seconds.
Overall, navigation function in rooms with limited area
obstacles, such as cylinders and walls, was difficult to perform.
Path generation calculates the movable area by using the
robot's postuer and information from the sensor. It assumes
that the robot calculates an immovable area with information
obtained in a narrow space while moving to the target point.

The number of successes in the A room was 10 times and the
average arrival time was 22.63 seconds. The earliest arrival
time was 17 seconds and the latest arrival time was 33.96
seconds. The number of successes in the B room was 7 times

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Navigation execution in the generated maps to the target point: (a) Performance in the A room;
(b) Performance in the B room; (c) Performance in the C room.

Table 1. Navigation success and execution time to the destination.
A Room

B Room

C Room

Success

10/10

7/10

6/10

Time(s)

22.63

27.42

88.19

detection methods via plug-ins [18]. This program can be used
to develop various robot software applications for inverse
kinematic analysis, motion planning, dynamics, and controller.
MoveIt is used to develop advanced robotic applications and
to evaluate new robot models. It provides a platform for
constructing integrated robot engineering models for industry,

C. Manipulation
MoveIt, which handles various features of the manipulator
and provides wide-ranging capabilities, is a ROS-based
software framework for accessing forward kinematics solvers,
inverse kinematics solver, planning techniques, and collision
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research, development, and other areas. Each joint value
obtained by the inverse kinematic analysis in MoveIt must be
transferred to the manipulator in the virtual environment.
Therefore, we have created an interface controller package

that can deliver joint values. The commands for the values of
each joint to move the virtual environment manipulator could
be delivered through the topic, service, and action of the ROS.

Figure 9. Robot platform MoveIt in simulation.

We can manipulate the robot platform by applying various
sampling-based motion planning algorithms based on the
Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) of MoveIt. The
geometry planning algorithms are implemented through
OMPL, which includes Rapidly exploring Random Tree
(RRT), RRT Connect, RRT*, Single-query Bi-directional
probabilistic roadmap planner with Lazy collision checking
(SBL), Expansive Spaces Tree (EST), and Probabilistic
RoadMap (PRM) [19-23]. Among these, we implemented the
RRT, RRT Connect, and RRT* algorithms.

possible path to the target. It checks whether the sampled node
can find and connect to the nearest node.
Manipulation experiments performed trajectory generation
and calculation time of motion planning algorithms. The end
effector must move the objects to the target position through
the obstacle without collision. To observe the trajectories
output from MoveIt, the curves of the joint positions show the
components of the joint positions extracted from MoveIt
through the rqt plot. The graphs of each joint position
extracted by the motion planning are shown in Figures 10, 11,
and 12.

RRT is a well-known single query planner algorithm that
builds trees and finds paths. RRT expands in a tree structure in
the direction of bounded free space and unexplored areas
based on the initial configuration. This algorithm randomly
extracts sampling nodes from the free configuration space,
and sampled nodes at a certain distance from the tree are
added to the tree by edges. RRT Connect is an efficient
algorithm for solving single query path planner problems in a
high-dimensional space. The RRT Connect algorithm is an
extension of RRT and creates two trees that grow toward each
other rather than one tree for alls target locations. RRT* is an
optimized version of the RRT algorithm. When the number of
nodes approaches infinity, this algorithm provides the shortest

In addition, the average calculation time of the motion
planning algorithms was calculated. The RRT’s average
computation time is 0.449 seconds. The fastest time is 0.134
seconds and the slowest time is 0.797 seconds. The RRT
Connect’s average computation time is 0.0051 seconds. The
fastest time is 0.038 seconds and the slowest time is 0.091
seconds. The RRT*’s average computation time is 5.016
seconds. The fastest time is 5.007 seconds and the slowest
time is 5.028 seconds. As a result, RRT Connect showed the
best results at the algorithm computation time and trajectory
path.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Motion planning of the RRT algorithm: (a) Trajectory motion of the RRT algorithm;
(b) 1-6 joint positions according to the motion planning of the RRT algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Motion planning of the RRT Connect algorithm: (a) Trajectory motion of the RRT Connect algorithm; (b) 1-6 joint
positions according to the motion planning of the RRT Connect algorithm.

(b)

(a)

Figure 12. Motion planning of the RRT* algorithm: (a) Trajectory motion of the RRT* algorithm;
(b) 1-6 joint positions according to the motion planning of the RRT* algorithm.

Table 2. Calculation timetable of motion planning algorithms.
Type

RRT

RRT Connect

RRT*

Time(s)

0.449

0.051

5.016

To verify the correctness of the designed obstacle avoidance
motion planning, real world experiment was conducted. An
obstacle, a robot and operation controllers are necessary to
implement the experiment. The motion planning algorithm
used the RRTConnect algorithm with the best results after
three algorithm experiments. In Figure 13, the target point was
located in the coordinate of (872, 118, 393) and the initial

point of the end effector was (713, 0, 825). The end effector in
the real environment is located at the coordinates of (860, 120,
395). Using the RRTConnect algorithm, the calculation of
manipulator configuration for collision detection used
Forward Kinematics and the calculation to the target point
used Inverse Kinematics. Finally, the obstacle avoidance
trajectory of the manipulator was obtained.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13. The obstacle avoidance motion planning: (a) The real scene of experiment; (b) Trajectory motion of the obstacle
avoidance; (c) 1-6 joint positions according to the motion planning.

analysis platform to various robot systems to suggest a
performance improvement method through demonstration.

Conclusions
A method for constructing a simulation-based robot platform
for the development of a semi-autonomous vehicle with a
manipulator was proposed. The simulation environment was
built by integrating robots and sensors on ROS, and the robot
platform and environment were constructed using Gazebo,
which has a physical engine. It was verified that the analysis
platform built in this study can be effectively applied to the
development of actual robots.
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Furthermore, we proposed a method for creating maps for
unknown terrains using LIDAR and odometry data in the
Gmapping package. We compared the accuracy of generated
maps by using Gmapping and Hector SLAM algorithm and
verified that Gmapping algorithm generates maps similar to
the simulation environment. An algorithm for an optimal path
guidance is proposed to set the optimal path to the control
target. Through manipulation experiments, we propose
planning techniques, collision detection methods, motion
planning, and others functions of the robot platform. Through
our motion planning experiments, we verified that the RRT
Connect algorithm generates fast computations and optimal
paths.
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